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Abstract Defining sharp features
in a 3D model facilitates a better
understanding of the surface and aids
geometric processing and graphics
applications, such as reconstruction,
filtering, simplification, reverse
engineering, visualization, and
non-photo realism. We present
a robust method that identifies sharp
features in a point-based model by
returning a set of smooth spline
curves aligned along the edges.
Our feature extraction leverages
the concepts of robust moving
least squares to locally project
points to potential features. The

algorithm processes these points to
construct arc-length parameterized
spline curves fit using an iterative
refinement method, aligning smooth
and continuous curves through the
feature points. We demonstrate the
benefits of our method with three
applications: surface segmentation,
surface meshing and point-based
compression.

Keywords Feature extraction ·
Moving least squares · Point-based
modeling · Robust statistics ·
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1 Introduction

Digital scanner technology has become more affordable
and accurate, increasing its popularity and utility. These
scanners collect a dense sampling of points, with mechan-
ical probes or lasers, to generate a virtual representation
of a physical form. Consequently, geometric processing of
point clouds is becoming increasingly important.

The preservation of sharp features is a primary concern
for many geometric computations and modeling applica-
tions. In this context, a feature is described as the dis-
continuity in the surface normals evaluated on the model,
where the G1 continuity is not maintained. Identification
of these edges facilitates a better understanding of the
model improving filtering [7, 26], reconstruction [22], re-
sampling [4], simplification [9, 12], smoothing [8, 15] and
visualization [2] methods.

Features can be computed through the investigation of
changes in the normals of neighboring discrete surface
data, i.e., polygonal facets or vertices. The most simple

method is to implement a threshold test that identifies
potential feature edges where normals differ above some
tolerance level across adjacent samples. However, the im-
plementation of such detection techniques is not straight-
forward, since in most cases, normals and connectivity are
not provided in point data sets and their reconstruction is
a non-trivial problem, especially when sharp features must
be preserved.

The noise inherent in scanned models presents a sec-
ond major challenge to feature edge extraction in point
clouds. The identification of feature lines is complicated
in the presence of noise due to the fact that the large sur-
face gradients appearing in regions with sharp features are
similar to those found in noisy areas.

In this paper, we present an algorithm to define a set of
curves that are aligned along the feature edges of a point
cloud. The pipeline, illustrated in Fig. 1, is an extension
of our earlier feature extraction method for point-based
models described in Daniels et al. [5]. However, algorith-
mic modifications are proposed to improve accuracy and
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Fig. 1. The feature extraction pipeline (left to right) for a given point cloud, projects candidate points, and identified near potential features,
to the intersection of locally fit RMLS surfaces. Approximating polylines are grown through the projected data and guide the creation of
arc-length parameterized B-spline feature curves

reduce noise within the extracted curves near acute fea-
ture edges and on low-quality point clouds. Furthermore,
the altered approach uses an iterative least square fitting
of B-spline curves to perform smoothing in place of the
previous principle component analysis (PCA) based relax-
ation.

Our algorithm is based on the framework of robust
moving least squares (RMLS) surfaces [8]. A number
of potential feature points are selected, identified by the
RMLS operator to be near to possible features. One issue
with the RMLS is the inability to reconstruct smooth fea-
tures. The projection method produces jagged edges that
cannot be used without further processing to construct
smooth feature curves. Therefore, a feature growing strat-
egy constructs polylines used to parameterize and guide
the creation of spline curves smoothly fit to the RMLS
projected edge points. Our algorithm accounts for poor
sampling quality, due to noise or low point densities, by
connecting the created polylines across gaps to construct
a set of complete feature splines.

The advantage of our approach is that, in contrast to
other feature extraction work [11], our input data consists
of a set of unorganized points (possibly affected by noise)
that approximate the original surface. We assume that no
attribute information, e.g., normal vectors, are given a pri-
ori. In the presence of closed loops, we are able to seg-
ment the point-based model into multiple surface regions
that are enclosed by the feature curves. Additionally, our
segmentation scheme improves the performance of previ-
ously developed point-based algorithms, including surface
meshing and compression.

In Sect. 2, we review related research in feature
identification. Section 3 describes our feature extrac-
tion pipeline. In Sect. 4, we apply our results to im-
prove surface segmentation, mesh reconstruction and the

point-based compression. Section 5 analyzes experimen-
tal results, and lastly, final conclusions are presented in
Sect. 6.

2 Related work

2.1 Mesh-based feature extraction

Multiple techniques have investigated the identification of
feature edges on polygonal models. Hubeli et al. [13] cre-
ate a multi-resolution framework and normal-based classi-
fication operators to define a set of edges on which a thin-
ning process extracts feature lines. Watanabe et al. [24]
use discrete differential geometry operators to compute
approximations of the mean and Gaussian curvatures,
whereas, Hildebrandt et al. [11] use anisotropic filter-
ing on discrete differential geometric approximations of
third-order derivatives of the surface mesh. Both tech-
niques [11, 24] build a set of feature edges from the ex-
trema triangles. Attene et al. [4] identify chamfer trian-
gles to reconstruct sharp features on meshes. They insert
new vertices on the edges and faces of these triangles and
project the points to the intersection of planes fit to the
surrounding surfaces.

The underlying assumption of connectivity and nor-
mals associated with the vertices of the mesh is not avail-
able for point-based models. In order to extract feature
lines from point clouds using these techniques, a connect-
ivity construction method (surface reconstruction) must be
applied in a pre-processing step. The construction of con-
nectivity is non-trivial, computationally expensive, and
moreover, the success of feature extraction relies on the
ability of the polygonal meshing procedure to accurately
build the sharp edges.
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2.2 Point-based feature extraction

Feature line extraction from point-based models is not
straightforward in the absence of connectivity and normal
information. Pauly et al. [21] use covariance analysis of
the distance-driven local neighborhoods to flag potential
feature points. By varying the radius of the neighbor-
hoods, they develop a multi-resolution scheme capable
of processing noisy input data. Gumhold et al. [10] con-
struct a Riemann graph over local neighborhoods and use
covariance analysis to compute weights that flag points
as potential creases, boundaries, or corners. Both tech-
niques [10, 21] connect the flagged points using a min-
imum spanning tree and fit curves to approximate sharp
edges. Demarsin et al. [6] compute point normals using
principal component analysis (PCA) and segment the
points into groups based on the normal variation in local
neighborhoods. A minimum spanning tree is constructed
between the boundary points of the assorted clusters,
which is used to build the final feature curves.

These techniques are capable of extracting point cloud
features by connecting existing points; thus, their accuracy
depends on the sampling quality of the input model. In
contrast, our method relies on projecting points onto sharp
edges, yielding more accurate approximations of features
in the original surface.

Jenke et al. [14] identify sharp features to improve
their Bayesian statistics-based reconstruction algorithm.
While their method uses a similar curvature test to identify
potential edge regions, their classification method limits
identification to complete edges. We are able to define
edges that dissipate as the two defining surfaces smooth
towards a single surface. Additionally, our classification
method is computed on the original data set, whereas, [14]
performs an optimized smoothing on the geometry. A re-
lated technique is proposed by Lipman et al. [18], who use
a data-dependent MLS technique to segment the neighbor-
hoods based on regularity detectors.

3 Feature extraction algorithm

3.1 Preliminaries

Our method operates on an unorganized set of points P =
{(x, y, z)T} ⊂ R3 that sample some original surface S.
Note that we do not rely on attributes, such as asso-
ciated point normal vectors or connectivity information.
Given P , we compute S to be the moving least squares
(MLS) surface defined by a projection operator Ψ that is
applied to an arbitrary point p ∈ R3 in order to project
it onto the surface, Ψ(p) ∈ S. Each point on the surface
projects onto itself, S = {p | p = Ψ(p)}.

There are several options of selecting the projec-
tion operator Ψ , originally proposed by Levin [17] and
more recently modified by [1–3, 8]. Most variants im-

plement the projection of a point p ∈ R3 through find-
ing a plane H that approximates a local neighborhood
around p in the set P . Specifically, the plane H is de-
fined by a point q ∈R3 and a normal n, H = H(n, q) =
{x ∈ R3 | 〈x −q, n〉 = 0, ‖n‖ = 1}, and found, such that
the sum of weighted squared distances of points in P to
the plane H , is minimized:

(n, q) = arg min
(n,q)

∑

p∈P

〈n, p−q〉2θ(‖p−q‖), (1)

where θ(·) is an exponentially decreasing weighting func-
tion, e.g., θ(s) = e−s2/h2

, which assigns larger weights to
points near q. The parameter h defines the spatial scale
of θ. Once H is found, it serves as a reference for a local
Cartesian coordinate system with origin in q and two span
vectors that are orthogonal to n. Then, a bivariate poly-
nomial g of a given degree is fit in order to find the pro-
jected point Ψ(x), which is above q and on the surface S.
This polynomial fitting corresponds to finding

arg min
g

∑

p∈P

‖p− pg‖2θ(‖p−q‖), (2)

where pg denotes the projection of p onto the poly-
nomial g in direction of the plane normal n, and θ(·) is the
previously defined weighting function.

The MLS projection relies on the minimization of
Eqs. 1 and 2, which includes Gaussian weighting of
points in the local neighborhoods. This weighting leads
to a smoothing effect that corrects noise and outliers in
the set P , but simultaneously removes sharp features. The
RMLS variant [8] was developed to solve this problem by
considering iteratively constructed neighborhoods based
on statistical analyzes of the corresponding point distri-
butions. In particular, they use least median of squares,
which is a regression method to minimize the median of
absolute residuals between the point set and the fit. Their
forward search algorithm grows multiple MLS neighbor-
hoods in order to find smooth, flat, and outlier free regions
(sub-neighborhoods) for the final MLS projection.

This approach is inherently capable of detecting noise
by disregarding outliers during the surface fitting phase,
and defines sharp features. Moreover, it reduces the
smoothing effect of the traditional MLS projection and
improves numerical stability. However, the drawback is
that the clustering is computed independently for all
points, which may lead to situations where nearby points
do not grow to identical sub-neighborhoods, resulting in
jagged edges. Figure 2a and 2b illustrate the feature edge
noise due to RMLS projections. Figure 2c, d show two dif-
ferent sub-neighborhood segmentations for one point set
that leads to different configurations of the feature region.

To overcome this problem, we propose to construct
feature curves that accurately approximate the RMLS pro-
jected points. Our goal is to extract continuous and com-
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Fig. 2a–d. RMLS sub-neighborhoods are computed independently
for each point, which creates jagged edges (a and b), due to the
fact that nearby points may construct different neighborhoods; this
leads to a disagreement on the configuration of the intersecting
surfaces (c and d)

plete spline curves that smoothly annotate features on the
model despite RMLS and sample related noises. The fol-
lowing is the five-step algorithm:

1. (Section 3.2) Extract points from P that are near po-
tential features.

2. (Section 3.3) Use RMLS to fit multiple surfaces to the
neighborhoods of these points and project each point to
its nearest intersection between the surfaces.

3. (Section 3.4) Generate an initial set of feature polylines
that approximate the projected points.

4. (Section 3.5) Reconstruct corners and complete gaps in
the initial polyline approximations.

5. (Section 3.6) Define an arc-length parameterization
over the projected points based on the initial feature
polylines to which spline curves can be fit.

The following subsections discuss the algorithmic details
of each of the five steps.

3.2 Identifying potential edge regions

To identify potential edge regions, we adopt the method of
Fleishman et al. [8]. Given a point p ∈ P , they consider
the neighborhood N (p) ⊂ P that is used for the poly-
nomial fit of the MLS projection. Considering the poly-
nomial f over the reference plane H that is defined by
point q and normal n, they evaluate the maximum poly-
nomial residual r in a neighborhood around p,

r(p) = max
x∈N (p)

‖x − x f ‖,

where x f corresponds to the projection of x onto f in dir-
ection of the plane normal n (see Fig. 3).

For sharp features, r becomes reasonably large because
many points sampled along the sharp edge lift away from
the polynomial. Based on this observation, they straight-
forwardly define any point p ∈ P to be a potential feature
point, if r(p) > τ for some user-defined threshold τ . Note
that strong outliers will also record large r; however, they
are eliminated during the RMLS projection stage (dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.3).

The identification of potential feature points relies on
an appropriate selection of the threshold τ . We extend the
pipeline in [8] by using an automatic computation method,
which produces an adaptive threshold. In particular, we
found that setting τ to the mean residual value taken over
all points in P , τ = 1

|P |
∑

p∈P r(p), leads to good results.
Moreover, we allow the user to modify τ manually, using
an interactive tool. Figure 4 shows the Fandisk model
after identifying potential feature points using different
values for the threshold τ . The output of the identifica-
tion procedure is a set of potential feature points, i.e.,
F = {p ∈ P | r(p) > τ}.

3.3 Projecting points to edges

We use the RMLS procedure to project the points p ∈ F
towards the features, which generated a projected feature
edge cloud E . The output of the procedure is the definition
of several surfaces fit to the points in the neighborhood
around p. The number of surfaces describes the feature
types in the region.

If RMLS returns a single surface, then this implies
that no feature was detected and the high residual was
produced by outliers. Two surfaces or more indicate the
presence of a sharp feature. We now use Newton’s method,
as in [21], to project p onto the intersection of the two sur-
faces closest to p, yielding an edge point e that may be
inserted into the projected edge cloud E .

If the distance between the original point p and its can-
didate projection point e, ‖p−e‖, is less than the radius of
the RMLS neighborhood, then e is added to E . The culling
process reduces noise within the set of projected points E ,
especially near acute features or on noisy models. The

Fig. 3. The residual r(p) is computed as the maximum distance be-
tween the points in the neighborhood around p and the polynomial
fit f , whereas the distances are considered in direction of the plane
normal n
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Fig. 4a,b. Identification of potential feature points for the Fandisk model. The threshold τ is used to adjust the number of points retained
near potential features; the automatically computed threshold τ = 0.057 (a) and a manually adjusted threshold τ = 0.014 (b)

purpose is to keep only the projected points whose fea-
ture is well-defined by the neighborhood of the original
point.

However, in practice we found that regions of E have
low sample densities due to the culling of projected points.
This becomes problematic during the feature approxima-
tion stage (Sect. 3.4) by creating large gaps between ex-
tracted polylines. To accommodate for the lost points,
we visit the projected points e ∈ E and upsample their
neighborhoods. The upsampling process adds points along
the eigenvector v0 that corresponds to the largest eigen-
value of the neighborhood of e, N ∈ E , e ±α ·v0. The
scalar value α is based on the growth step size defined
in Sect. 3.4. Upsampled points are only computed if the
computed eigenvectors v0, v1 and v2, with associated
eigenvalues λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ λ2, are highly correlated, λ0/(λ0 +
λ1 +λ2) > β. This computation is adapted from the sur-
face variation computation used by [20] to analyze the
variation of a curve. The models and results presented
in this paper experienced good results with α = 0.75 and
β = 0.7.

3.4 Feature polyline propagation

At this stage of the pipeline, the set of feature points E is
unorganized and contains no topological information. In
many practical applications, however, continuous feature
curves are desired. The goal of the feature polyline propa-
gation technique is to approximate the feature points with
a set of polylines. Because these polylines will guide the
future parameterization of E and iterative spline curve fit-
ting, they are not expected to be smooth; instead, we rely
on the spline curves to smooth noise in the point set E .

We build a polyline construction algorithm based on
Lee’s method [16], which works as follows. The user de-

fines the maximum allowable segment length smax as an
input parameter to control the coarseness of the feature
polylines. The feature polyline is initialized at a random
seed point p, where the PCA for points in the neighbor-
hood N (p) ⊂ E with radius smax is computed (Fig. 5a).
All points pi ∈ N (p) are projected onto the line defined

Fig. 5a–d. Curve growing starts at a seed point, finds all points
in a user-specified radius, projects them to the major eigenvector,
computes a weighted average step direction, and adds a new point
to the approximating feature polyline. The processed points are
removed and the method is repeated
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by p and the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest
eigenvalue of N (p), yielding points p′

i . Lee’s growing
scheme attaches the two points pj , pk ∈ N (p) with the
furthest corresponding projections p′

j and p′
k in opposite

directions from p.
However, to grow smoother approximating polylines,

we opt to compute a current step vector vc that is
a weighted average of the neighborhood points:

vc =
∑

i=0

θ(‖p′
i − p‖) · pi − p

‖pi − p‖ .

The points are weighted inversely based on their pro-
jected distance along the eigenvector, θ(s) = e−s2/s2

max , and
the final vector vc is normalized. A new polyline vertex
is added to the feature at pj = p + smax · vc, illustrated
in Fig. 5b. The procedure is repeated at the pj (Fig. 5c)
until no points remain in the growth direction. The pro-
cess is re-seeded at p and repeated in the opposite growth
direction (Fig. 5d).

To prevent rounding corner regions by growing onto
multiple feature edges and to reduce the noise in the ap-
proximating feature polylines, an additional termination
condition is required. A growth vector vg stores an average
direction based on previous step vectors. To commit a new
point pj , the angle between the current step vector vc and
the growth vector vg must be below a defined threshold,
〈vg, vc〉 ≤ cos(α). For our purposes, α = 30◦ provided an
adequate angle threshold. After the point is committed to
the feature polyline, the growth vector vg is updated, accu-
mulating the step vectors vg = (vg +vc)/2.

For our models we found that best results are achieved
by starting the feature growing procedure at edge points
with highly correlated neighborhood eigenvectors. Our
implementation maintains a priority queue that sorts all
edge points p ∈ E according to their eigenvector correl-
ation. Given eigenvalues λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ λ2, the correlation
term for a point is computed as λ0/(λ0 +λ1 +λ2). This
sorting term seeds the feature growth at points furthest
away from corner regions in E where the correlation terms
become smaller.

To create a feature line, we remove the first element
from the queue and apply the propagation algorithm as
described above. Once the feature points are connected,
we remove the elements from the queue that correspond
to points within the neighborhoods N (p) of processed
points p. As long as the queue is not empty, there are un-
visited feature points remaining thus continuing feature
line creation.

The polyline growing scheme approximates the pro-
jected cloud E ; however, it is not yet complete due to gaps
that occur in regions with poor sample quality. We ob-
served that in these regions there are multiple separated
polylines that describe single features. The next stage of
our pipeline addresses this problem by connecting close
feature curves to produce complete polylines.

3.5 Completing feature curves

In this stage, the feature lines are merged to produce
complete approximating polylines through the RMLS pro-
jected cloud E . By inspecting the end points of each fea-
ture, the completion stage inspects gaps between multiple
polylines and regions where new corners should be con-
structed. Connecting the polylines is important as these
lines will guide the construction of the final feature spline
curves.

Our feature completion method is driven by a direc-
tional search approach. As illustrated in Fig. 6, we con-
sider the tangent vector that is evaluated for an end point
by fitting a cubic polynomial to the last four points at
each end of the feature polyline. An alternative approach
evaluates the direction of the last segment of the curve;
however, we found that a cubic fit smoothes perturbations
for better results.

For each end point p, we search for other feature
points that are within the cone formed by the tangent vec-
tor at p and a pre-defined aperture angle. We search for
the three cases in Fig. 6: gap completion (a), corner cre-
ation (b), and edge splitting (c). The search algorithm
finds the closest vertex of the feature polylines that exists
within the volume of the search cone that is within the
distance αsmax. The scalar α should be adjusted based on
the sampling quality along the features of the cloud. In
practice we found that repeating the feature completion by
iteratively increasing α over the range [0, 1.5] accommo-
dates for the projection-based noise.

Figure 6a shows an example for the case of gap com-
pletion, which occurs due to poor sampling quality, i.e.,
the distance between two end points is larger than smax.
To resolve this problem, we merge any two polylines with
end points that are within αsmax distance of each other and
have corresponding tangent vectors that point to opposing
directions within the aperture angle.

A corner is created (Fig. 6b) when multiple feature
polylines are detected within the search cone. For three
feature lines fi, j,k with end points pi, j,k within the search
cone and converging tangents, a corner point is evaluated
using the RMLS surfaces fit to the neighborhood of the

Fig. 6a–c. Feature completion analyzes the end points of each fea-
ture curve to complete gaps between multiple features (a), to merge
multiple polylines into a corner (b), or to split a single feature into
two thus forming a new corner point (c)
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midpoint, (pi + pj + pk)/3. Similar to the edge projec-
tion procedure, Newton’s method is used to evaluate the
intersection of the three RMLS defined surfaces. Then the
features fi, j,k are connected to the computed corner.

Edge splitting and corner creation occurs if the end
point of a feature polyline fi projects to an interior point p
of another feature line f j , Fig. 6c. The feature f j is split
into two feature polylines, fk and fl, at p and a cor-
ner point c is identified within the region using Newton’s
method on the RMLS defined surfaces. The three feature
polylines fi , fk, and fl are joined at the corner point c.
This case resolves situations where a single polyline grew
onto multiple features despite our threshold tests.

If no vertices of feature lines are found during the dir-
ectional search, then we declare the end point to belong to
a dissipating feature edge, and no connection operation is
performed.

After the end points have been resolved the feature
curves are considered complete. Note that the feature
polylines are often very coarse, with many perturbations.
In the following section we discuss how the feature poly-
lines are used to estimate an appropriate arc-length param-
eterization for the feature projected curves. In this manner,
spline-based fitting and refinement will smooth the final
feature curves.

3.6 Spline-based fitting and smoothing

The output of the feature extraction algorithm is a set
of continuous spline curves fit to E guided by the ap-
proximating feature polylines. To this point we have de-
fined a set of feature polylines F = { fi} that approximate
RMLS feature edges through a projected point cloud E .
The spline fitting procedure segments E based on prox-
imity of feature polylines, assigns parameter values to the
segmented points, then uses an iterative least squares fit-
ting procedure to define the spline curves (see Fig. 7).

The segmentation of E into multiple sub-clouds is
based on the user defined neighborhood size smax, used
earlier as a step size for the polyline growth. A point
e ∈ E is projected to each feature polyline fi , yielding the
point e′

i . The point e is inserted into the sub-cloud Ẽi if:
1. the distance between e and e′

i is less than the specified
distance, ‖e− e′

i‖ < smax,
2. e′

i is the nearest projected point to e, ∀ j, ‖e′
j − e‖ >

‖e′
i − e‖.

Next, the points within each segmented sub-cloud Ẽi
are assigned parameter values in order to fit spline feature
curves. A point e ∈ Ẽi is assigned a parameter value based
on the ratio of the arc-length distance of its projection on
fi , e′

i , along the feature polyline and the overall length
of fi . In this manner, all computed parameter values are
bounded between [0, 1].

The spline curves are created for each segmented sub-
cloud using an iterative approach that refines the defin-

Fig. 7a–c. The feature polyline fi guides the construction of the
spline curve fit to the edge projected sub-cloud Ei (a). An initial
spline curve is fit to the arc-length parameterized cloud (b), and
iteratively refined until the curve describes the points within a dis-
tance threshold (c)

ing knot vector until the curve is within bounded dis-
tance tolerances. For a sub-cloud Ẽi with associated pa-
rameter values Ui , a spline curve S with the knot vec-
tor k = {ki }N

i=0 is defined using a least squares fit. The
fitting procedure is initialized with the minimal uniform
closed knot vector describing a cubic B-spline curve, k =
{0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1}.

Iterative refinement of the final curve is determined
by comparing measured distances between Ẽi and S. The
refined knot vector knew is initially equivalent to k. Dis-
tance comparisons are made by evaluating the two points
pe and ps at the parameter values between each consecu-
tive non-equal pair of knot values, u = (ki + ki+1)/2 on
Ẽi and S respectively. While evaluation of ps is well de-
fined through B-spline evaluation, we further describe the
approximation of Ẽi(u) as a weighted average of the sub-
cloud points,

pe =
∑

j θ(|uij −u|) · eij∑
j θ(|uij −u|) ,

where, the weighting function is θ(x) = e−x2/α2
and α is a

user defined fall-off term. If the distance between pe and
ps is greater than a defined tolerance, ‖pe − ps‖ ≥ smax
(the step size previously used for the polyline growth),
then a new knot u is inserted into the knot vector knew.

A new spline curve is fit with the knot vector knew, thus
refining the feature curve definition. The distance compar-
isons are iteratively repeated until no new parameters are
inserted into the knot vector knew. The refinement of the
spline curve converges towards a locally weighted average
of the RMLS projected point cloud E ; which, in practice
accurately annotates the feature edges.
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4 Applications

The output of our method is a set of connected and
smoothed polylines that identify the sharp features of
a point-sampled surface. We are also able to extract sur-
face patches that are bounded by the feature lines. In this
section, we will show the benefits of applying the feature
line information as input data for methods that rely on
point sets. We focus on surface segmentation, reconstruc-
tion and shape compression.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our feature extrac-
tion technique using point models that represent machine
parts with sharp edges where feature extraction can be
well-defined. We emphasize that all data sets consist only
of a set of 3D points, and do not assume associated normal
vectors for the geometry.

4.1 Surface segmentation

Surface segmentation algorithms dissect a model into mul-
tiple regions that each describe a common component
section. While several techniques exist, specifically for
point-based models [25, 27], our approach differs in that
we do not compute surface approximations, normals, or
other differential properties. By leveraging extracted edge
curves, this segmentation algorithm defines multiple fea-
ture aligned surface regions by comparing only Euclidean
distances between neighbor points.

Our point-based segmentation method operates dir-
ectly on 3D point data and does not require surface
normals nor connectivity. From an input cloud P , the
algorithm begins by flagging all points p ∈ P within
a specified distance r of a feature polyline. Consequently,
the points are classified as boundary points and unvis-
ited points. The algorithm operates in two steps: first,
segmenting the unvisited points into multiple regions,
second merging boundary points into the nearest point
group.

The segmentation is seeded at a random unvisited
point p ∈ P then grown using an advancing wavefront ap-
proach. A priority queue W , representing the wavefront, is
initialized with the neighborhood points of p within a dis-
tance r, sorted by their distance from p. The growth of the
region occurs by processing the top point of W , pt, until
no more points remain within the wavefront.

If the point pt, with a priority distance d, is classified
as unvisited, then we further propagate the wavefront. The
unvisited neighbors of pt are inserted into W ; where, the
distance between pt and a neighbor pn is summed with the
priority distance of pt, d, ‖pn − pt‖+d, to provide the
sorting metric within W . The top point pt is inserted into
the growing region, and classified as visited. Additionally,
references are saved to the pt neighborhood points that
are flagged as boundary points to improve the boundary
resolution performance, later described. When the wave-
front W is exhausted, no new unvisited neighbors exist for

a segmenting region, the process is repeated by seeding at
a new unvisited point until the entire cloud is visited (or
a boundary point).

After the unvisited points in P have been segmented
into multiple regions, we resolve the boundary points.
A boundary point is inserted into the region that contains
the closest visited point. Note that these distance compu-
tations are saved from computations performed during the
previously described growth phase.

Segmented models, using the described algorithm, are
illustrated in Fig. 8 with the splats oriented based on MLS
projected normals for each of the segmented regions. The
MLS projections no longer smooth the sharp edges, but in-
stead reconstructs the sharp feature normals. We further
motivate our feature extraction and surface segmentation
results in the following subsections with surface recon-
struction and compression applications.

4.2 Surface reconstruction

Triangle meshes are a popular representational form for
models that are commonly used in geometry processing.
The algorithms leverage additional information inherent
in mesh models versus point set surfaces, mainly connec-
tivity, to compute discrete differential operations. Often,
the robustness and efficiency of the algorithms are de-
pendent on the quality of the input mesh. This demand
for high-quality mesh structures has motivated the de-
velopment of surface construction and re-meshing algo-
rithms.

Fig. 8. The segmentation algorithm dissects the cloud into multiple
feature aligned regions, where the MLS projected splats for each
region reconstructs sharp feature normals on the model
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Schreiner et al. [23] extend the approach in [22]
and proposed an advancing-front algorithm that produces
high-quality meshes from many different types of source
models, including point-set surfaces. Their approach is
based on defining a guidance field, based on local cur-
vature information to determine the size of the triangles.
Pre-computing a specific guidance field allows the tri-
angulation scheme to adapt to areas of high curvature,
shrinking the allowable triangle size as the advancing
fronts grow towards such regions.

The algorithm uses MLS for projection and curvature
computations on point clouds. Consequently, their method
adaptively shrinks the triangle sizes near sharp features
and produces rounded edges. Extending their projection
and guidance field computations by using RMLS enables
reconstructions with sharp features; however, as previ-
ously discussed, this creates jagged edges and additional
computational costs.

In response to this problem, we guide the method by
including the extracted feature curves with evaluated nor-
mals for the two meeting surfaces. Using these feature
lines as the initial advancing front, the re-meshing sys-
tem is able to generate a triangle mesh with sharp features
without changing the MLS methods. Consequently, the

Fig. 9a–c. Results obtained by applying the meshing technique in [23] to Scalloped Cube (top) and Quarter Piston (bottom); the left half
of each close-up view shows meshes obtained by the traditional method; the corresponding right half shows the meshes after initializing
the input of [23] with feature lines extracted with our method

projection computation is not effected, while the algo-
rithm automatically produces models with smooth sharp
features, Fig. 9.

Moreover, the feature lines aid the computation of
a better guidance field. Previously, sharp features com-
pute large curvature values such that the guidance field
scales the triangles to a very small size to capture an MLS
smoothed region. By initializing the advancing front to the
feature edges, it is known that curvature values computed
here are misleading; therefore, larger triangles can be used
to approximate the surface grown from the sharp edges.
Using feature polylines, the reconstructed mesh has a sig-
nificantly reduced triangle count (Fig. 9).

4.3 Surface compression

Surface compression is an elementary problem in geom-
etry processing, the goal of which is to represent 3D
models compactly for the purpose of space efficient stor-
age and fast transmission. The task of the encoder is to
transform a specific surface representation into a compact
bit stream, which can be decoded at the receiver side in
order to re-obtain the original model or an approximation
of it, if the encoding is lossy.
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In [19] it was shown that a point model can be com-
pressed by decomposing the input surface into a num-
ber of patches, which are parameterized as height fields
over planar domains and re-sampled on regular grids.
The resulting images with arbitrary regions of support
are encoded using state-of-the-art wavelet compression of
shaped images. One key feature in their method is the sur-
face parameterization that is based on a split-merge par-
titioning procedure. In the first step, the surface is recur-
sively subdivided until all patches meet some prescribed

Fig. 10a,b. The partition of Quarter Piston using the traditional patch composition method in [19] (a); partition with initial segmenta-
tion (b)

Fig. 11a–h. Rate distortion performance for Fandisk (top row) and Quarter Piston (bottom row). The left figure shows the original model,
followed by two decodings for different rates; the rate distortion curves show that the compression performance is significantly increased
by applying the partitioning in [19] based on feature aware segmentation in this work (right); the error is the root-mean-square error
in [19]

surface flatness constraint. In the consequent phase, adja-
cent patches are merged as long as the resulting patches
show height field properties.

Although their method yields a high rate distortion per-
formance, the approximation quality largely depends on
partition structure. Especially for models with sharp fea-
tures, the constructed partitions show patches that contain
the features, rather than identifying the features as patch
boundaries. The drawback of this behavior is that sharp
features within patches correspond to high-frequency
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components in the corresponding wavelet signal, which
are consequently hard to encode.

To overcome this problem, we propose to guide the
partitioning procedure in [19] by the sharp features that
were constructed with our method. In particular, the en-
coder receives the input model with attached pre-partition,
which is extracted from the closed curves (see Sect. 3.5).
The splitting operations in the partitioning step are per-
formed on each individual patch in the pre-partition, while
the merging is performed as in the usual setting.

The advantage of this approach is that the features
give the encoder a first guess of the surface structure to
build the patch layout (Fig. 10b). The individual patches
in the resulting partition show an improved structure as
well as more regular boundary shapes. In contrast, the
traditional partitioning method does not recognize edges
sufficiently, leading to patches that wrap around sharp fea-
tures (Fig. 10a).

Figure 11 shows compression results for Fandisk
(top row) and Quarter Piston (bottom row) models at
2×105 points each. The left images show the original
models followed by two decoded models at different bit
rates. For the Fandisk model we observe heavy compres-
sion artifacts only at extremely low bit rates, e.g., 0.08 bits
per point (bpp). Slightly increasing the bit rate leads to
a significantly better geometric reconstruction quality. For
the Quarter Piston model (Fig. 11 bottom row), however,
we observe that more bits are needed (0.26 bpp) to achieve
an adequate reconstruction quality. We explain this be-
havior by the fact that this model shows more complex
geometric properties that the Fandisk. Further increasing
the bit rate, e.g., to 0.48 bpp, yields reconstructions that
are close to the original model.

5 Experimental results
We discuss the robustness of our method to noise and
its run time efficiency. Figure 12 shows extracted feature
lines for the piston and chess piece models at different
noise levels. We applied uniform noise to the original
model by shifting each point p by a random vector δ(p)
of restricted length, ‖δ(p)‖ ≤ l. The length l is the noise
level, which is expressed in units of the bounding box
diagonal length dB of the original model.

For low levels of uniform noise, the feature extraction
procedure successfully defines smooth feature curves, as
illustrated in Fig. 12. Despite introducing a 0.02dB uni-
form noise on the two models, the algorithm extracts a ma-
jority of feature curves within error tolerances of the ac-
tual sharp edges, tested against a hand-built feature model
extracted from a triangular mesh. Under levels of high
noise, 0.05dB, differentiation between the uniform noise
and feature edges becomes difficult. Consequently, weak
features, with near planar defining surfaces, are not clearly
extracted by the algorithm.

Fig. 12a–f. Feature extraction from the chess piece and piston
models: features extracted from the original model (a); features
extracted from the original model after applying uniform noise
‖δ(p)‖ ≤ 0.02dB (b), and ‖δ(p)‖ ≤ 0.05dB (c), where dB is the
length of the model bounding box diagonal
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Further accuracy measurements are presented in
Table 1 for the models presented throughout this paper.
Ground truth feature edges are constructed from mesh
models used to generate each of the point clouds in this
paper. Our analysis computes the average and max dis-
tance by projecting the extracted feature splines onto
the nearest ground truth feature curve, and reports their
distances in terms of the length of each model’s bound-
ing box diagonal. On average, the distances between
the extracted features and actual features is very small
(≤ 0.5% of the bounding box diagonal dB). Additionally,
Table 1 reports the percent of the extracted feature curves;
showing that the feature extraction algorithm annotates
a majority of the sharp edges on the point-based model.

Table 1. Run time performance of our feature extraction implementation for models, illustrated in Fig. 13, that contain 500 000 points
each; the stages in our pipeline correspond to point identification (1), point projection (2), curve propagation (3), curve completion (4),
and spline fitting (5). The analysis includes the mean and max distance from the extracted features to a ground truth, as well as the percent
of actual features identified

Model ‖δ(p)‖ τ |F | Run time [s] Analysis
[10−2] (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Mean dist. Max dist. % Extracted

Fandisk 0 1.3 55.7k 191 192 11.5 0.8 0.0 0.0013dB 0.0089dB 99%
Hook 0 0.6 49.6k 207 196 0.7 0.6 2.3 0.0005dB 0.0049dB 100%
Piston 0 0.6 80.3k 146 207 0.3 0.7 9.9 0.012dB 0.19dB 99%

≤ 0.02dB 1.7 97.9k 196 698 1.3 0.7 68 0.0044dB 0.25dB 97%
≤ 0.04dB 3.0 82.2k 169 552 18.9 1.9 29 0.0049dB 0.18dB 90%

Ra 0 1.2 40.8k 159 116 1.0 0.0 1.6 0.0013dB 0.025dB 99%
Rook 0 1.1 99.6k 216 471 5.8 3.0 8.8 0.0022dB 0.046dB 99%

≤ 0.02dB 3.0 112k 250 840 21.7 12 19 0.0025dB 0.055dB 97%
≤ 0.04dB 3.4 124k 296 1337 19.0 18 23 0.0042dB 0.057dB 92%

S-Cube 0 1.75 33.6k 186 324 2.5 0.3 5.6 0.0025dB 0.025dB 100%
Knuckle 0 0.95 70.1k 176 348 10.3 1.3 7.5 0.0010dB 0.026dB 98%

Fig. 13. Features extracted with our method; displaying the original point sets without normal information does not show surface charac-
teristics; our method identifies sharp features and can define oriented surface patches without relying on input normal vectors

This value is computed by measuring the percentage of
ground truth feature curve segments with an extracted
feature within distance 0.01dB (1% of the bounding box
diagonal).

The total time required to construct the polylines is
determined by the number of potential feature points in
the data set, since only the feature point identification
stage operates on the complete point set. Table 1 shows
run times for the different stages in our algorithm as run
against several models, carried out on a Pentium4 2 GHz
platform. Our implementation is able to process models of
half a million points within a few minutes, where the ma-
jor part of computational costs is required for the RMLS
projection (stage 2).
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The robust feature extraction produces smooth results,
but can be limited by an extremely poor sampling quality
and by time constraints. High noise levels or sparse sam-
pling worsens the performance of our method, since the
distinction between sharp features and noisy regions be-
comes ambiguous. Because RMLS is computationally ex-
pensive, the algorithm is run as a pre-process and its output
improves the performance of other interactive methods.

Figure 13 illustrates the algorithm output on several
different models with varying feature types. The spline-
based curves fit to the RMLS feature points smoothes the
perturbations and noise of the projections and extracts an
accurate representation of the sharp features. Addition-
ally, note that the extracted feature splines are coupled
with normal vectors. We couple the projected points with
the RMLS evaluated normals during the feature projec-
tion phase. The feature growing method groups normals of
neighboring polyline vertices to establish consistent vector
orientation, which is used to re-orient the normals in the
feature projected cloud. While fitting splines to the feature
edge points, we also fit vector splines to the point normals,
visualized as offset curves in Fig. 13.

6 Conclusions and future work

We presented a method for extraction of feature curves on
point-sampled surfaces. Our algorithm leverages the ro-

bust statistical methods of RMLS to project points to all
possible features such that they do not need to be exactly
sampled by the input point cloud. The output curves are
described as complete and smooth and prove valuable as
inputs to existing geometric processing applications for
point clouds. We were able to significantly improve the
performance of a previously proposed surface reconstruc-
tion and a point-compression method without any modifi-
cations to their algorithms.

In future work, we aim at improving neighborhood
selection methods to speed up MLS methods capable of
detecting and reconstructing sharp features, improving
data segmentation for CAD purposes, and investigating
smoothing and resampling methods to maintain the sharp
features.
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